TEAM ACSIM

The Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation Management (ACSIM) is a principal official on the Headquarters, Department of the Army staff and is the advisor to the Chief of Staff of the Army on Installations and Soldier and Family Readiness.

Our Mission
Team ACSIM provides policies, programs, and resources for services and installation infrastructure to enable Total Army Readiness.

Our Vision
Recognized expert and champion for the world’s most capable and efficient installations.

TEAM ACSIM supports the Total Force by establishing Army policies, synchronizing programs and providing resources for infrastructure and installation services to support the Army priorities of Readiness; preparing the Future Army; and Taking Care of Soldiers, Civilians and Families.

ACSIM

We are expert and experienced Army professionals!

49% of ACSIM employees have advanced technical degrees (Masters or PhD)

Our range of services mirrors those in any city or town in America. Services include master planning, energy programs, environment protection, construction, engineering, family housing, child and youth programs, and other community services programs.
**ENABLING ARMY READINESS**

Installations are the platform for Army readiness!

Well-maintained installations enable the projection of national power and allow the Army to deploy ground forces, prevent conflict, shape outcomes and conduct military operations.

**TEAM ACSIM** improves the readiness and resiliency of our installations by:

- Championing installation services for ready and resilient Soldiers and Families where they live, work, and train.
- Managing the Army’s global footprint of 156 installations across all Components (Regular, Guard and Reserve).
- Programming $18 billion annually of installation resources in support of senior leader priorities.
- Validating infrastructure and service delivery requirements across the Army staff and allocating available resources.
- Overseeing a Facility Investment Strategy to sustain needed infrastructure; dispose of excess property; improve overall quality; and build only the most critical facilities.
- Mitigating the environmental effects and regulatory restrictions on training and infrastructure development.
- Assuring access to energy, water, and land.

**TEAM ACSIM** enhances Future Force capabilities by:

**Investing in emerging missions:**

- **Expeditionary Army:** Prioritizing power projection platforms for rapid deployment of Army and joint forces.
- **Home Station Mission Command:** Upgrading network and command infrastructure so commanders can deploy scalable, tailorable command posts according to operational requirements.
- **Cybersecurity and Cyber Operations:** Partnering with stakeholders to identify facility related control systems and build secure infrastructure.
- **Leveraging partnerships and increasing third-party investments to take advantage of economies of scale and cost savings.**
- **Supporting overseas infrastructure requirements to meet combatant commander strategic objectives.**
- **Managing Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) and non-BRAC excess disposal of 402,925 acres:**
  - 81 percent (over 328,000) excess acres disposed of; 74,007 excess acres remain.
  - Five prior BRAC rounds continue to generate approximately $2 billion in annual recurring savings.

**PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE**

Generating readiness for tomorrow’s Army!

The Army operates in an environment of constrained resources and aging infrastructure. Balancing the Army’s priorities provides opportunity in this environment!

**TEAM ACSIM** supports Soldiers, Civilians, and Families by:

- Championing Soldier and Family Readiness through policy, strategy development and resource allocation.
- Providing quality Family and unaccompanied housing.
- Evaluating and assessing Family Readiness services and programs for effectiveness.
- Partnering to fill gaps and complement Army Family programs and services through the Army Community Covenant.
- Empowering commanders with flexibility to prioritize and adjust programs and services, within statute, policy, and standards at the local level.

**TAKING CARE OF SOLDIERS, CIVILIANS, AND FAMILIES**

Army Families are Total Army Strong!

“Our collective strength depends on our people — their mental and physical resilience is at our core.”

(GEN Mark Milley, Chief of Staff of the Army)